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Philosophy at its best is an activity more than a body of knowledge. In an ancient sense, done right,

it is a healing art. Itâ€™s intellectual self-defense. Itâ€™s a form of therapy. But itâ€™s also much

more. Philosophy is map-making for the soul, cartography for the human journey. Itâ€™s an

important navigational tool for life that too many modern people try to do without. Philosophy For

Dummies is for anyone who has ever entertained a question about life and this world. In a

conversational tone, the book's authorÂ â€“Â a modern-day scholar and lecturerÂ â€“Â brings the

greatest wisdom of the past into the challenges that we face now. This refreshingly different guide

explains philosophical fundamentals and explores some of the strangest and deepest questions

ever posed to human beings, such as  How do we know anything? What does the word good

mean? Are we ever really free? Do human beings have souls? Is there life after death? Is there a

God? Is happiness really possible in our world?  This book is chock full of all those questions you

may have long wanted to think about and talk with someone about, but have never had the time or

opportunity to tackle head on. Philosophy For Dummies invites you to discuss the issues you find in

the guide, share perspectives, and compare thoughts and feelings with someone you respect. You'll

find lots of material to mull over with your friends or spouse, including thoughts on  When to doubt,

and when to doubt our doubts The universal demand for evidence and proof The four dimensions of

human experience Arguments for materialism Fear of the process of dying Prayers and small

miracles Moral justification for allowing evil  The ancient philosopher Socrates (fifth century, B.C.)

thought that, when it comes to the Ultimate Questions, we all start off as dummies. But if we are

humbly aware of how little we actually know, then we can really begin to learn. Philosophy For

Dummies will put you on the path to wising up as you steer through the experience called life.
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If you think philosophy is complicated or boring, think again! In this refreshingly different guide,

author Tom Morris not only explains philosophical fundamentals, but shows you how philosophy can

help you find more meaning in life, understand religious belief, and look at the world in a whole new

light. Discover how to: *Think about lifes ultimate questions *Apply the insights of great philosophers

*Develop your own personal philosophy *Expand your mind

Praise for Tom Morris "Tom Morris is no dummy and I'm no philosopher, so we're probably a

matched set for his wonderful exercise in unraveling some of life's most elusive and enduring

mysteries. Read it and grow wise!" â€”Ken Schanzer, President, NBC Sports "Like nobody else,

Tom Morris brings the field of philosophy to life." â€”Paul K. Moser, Professor and Chairperson of

Philosophy, Loyola University of Chicago Discover how to apply ancient wisdom to your everyday

life Brimming with great ideas that will rock your world If you think philosophy is complicated or

boring, think again! In this refreshing different guide, author Tom Morris not only explains

philosophical fundamentals, but show you how philosophy can help you find more meaning in life,

understand religious belief, and look at the world in a whole new light. Discover how to:  Think about

life's ultimate questions Apply the insights of great philosophers Develop your own personal

philosophy Expand your mind  Get Smart! www.dummies.com  Register to win cool prizes Browse

exclusive articles and excerpts Get a free Dummies Daily e-mail newsletter Chat with authors and

preview other books Talk to us, ask questions, get answers

Needed this for a college class. It was very confusing at times then realized that although the page

numbers are in order, the actual content is not...see attached pic...S does not come before R! Too

late to return. :/

Having only a cursory exposure to the study of Philosophy, this work was very helpful. If you are

looking for a start at the very basic level, that is the Author's goal, and I think he does it very well. I

have seen some negative comments of being an attempt to steer people to a particular belief, I

disagree. The Author is very up front regarding personal experiences that have shaped his

perceptions of things before he ever found and interest in Philosophy. I wonder about some of the



comments: If they read the beginning of the book, the, "About it Book", section in particular; He is

very up front; if he didn't give some idea of the process he used to reach HIS conclusions (also

something to think about), it would be a work as interesting as the teacher in, "Ferris Buller's Day

Off".If it does offend offend someone's sensibilities in what truth is, who never delved into the

Philosophy of it or the Philosophical Arguments before, and it gets them thinking as well as looking

deeper into the arguments, because they aren't satisfied with what is presented; Hasn't the Author

achieved one of his stated goals? It got them interested.He does a great job of introducing and

exploring the definitions, and terms, used in the world of studying philosophy. To someone who has

no idea what the premise of materialism is, they will come away knowing it's not who believes in

acquiring as much stuff as you can. So in applying that example to the rest of the, "isms", out there -

is the mission not accomplished?

I don't need to add to what has already been said in other comments about the author's heavy

handed biases in this book. While I agree with many of the author's positions, that's not the point in

an intro to philosophy. I feel disillusioned with the Dummies people for letting something like this get

published under their name.My real frustration is with the low quality of the kindle version. Someone

seriously needs to go through this edition and fix the fact that the main text and side captions are

run together.In short, a total ripoff. Don't waste your money.

Tom has written a brief and delightful book here about the subject of philosophy. He does seem to

favor his own views of dualism and theism, much to the dismay of other philosophers who have

read this book. I liked the presentation and his message. If you are of some more religious

disposition you'll probably like this book. If not then this might not be the one for you. Or maybe this

is the one for you? At the very least he quotes a lot of philosophers and writers and is a very good

example of a motivational theistic philosopher.

EXCELLENT BOOK.

Great read asks many questions makes one think outside the square Thought provoking Many

quotes from ancient and present philosophies

This book has amazing worth for those who have not had the opportunity for formal training in

Philosophy. Morris lays out opposing views and walks us through the personal debates we each



face as we consider some of the deeper meanings of life. His purpose for being is evident with each

chosen word.

This is a good book and gives a great overview of the subject of philosophy. I found it lacking in

meaningful philosophical thoughts and I will have to read other books on philosophy to learn more

about this subject.
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